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PETITIONER F.R.C.P. 17.
UNITED STATES OF America
)
FAITH et al
) Case "DOCK"et No.
(In unity with The League of Fraudulently
) 1:18-cv-01052-MBH
Dispossessed Homeowners holding Special
)
Appearance by Minister Faith Lynn Brashear
) 911 WRIT OF QUI TAM
League's" TRUST GUARDIAN as implied
) UNDER THE LAWS OF
ipso facto DEFACTO in law authorized
) THE UNITED STATES
agent ORDAINED FAITH LYNN BRASHEAR
)
property of THE SOCIAL SECURITY
)
Senior R&R Judge
ADMINISTRATION implied faith on behalf of
)
Judge Marian Black Horn
THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
)
Administering TRUSTEE
In re: Executive Order 12/21/17)
)
)
OBJECTION IN EQUITY
PETITIONERS / CLAIMANTS
)
JUDICIAL NOTICE OF
)
CO-QUI TAM/ WITNESS
)
) FRCP Rules 12(a)(A)(i) ; 12(a)(C)
v.
) 12(d) 12(e) Rule 3007
) "UNDER 28 U.S.C. SECT. 1333"
AGENTS FOR INTERNATIONAL
) "In RE: 19 U.S.C. SECT. 1516
MONETARY FUND INTERNAL REVENUE ) FOR FAILURE PURSUANT TO
SERVICE, DISTRICT DIRECTOR, SPECIAL ) 73RD CONGRESS. SESS 1.
PROCEDURES FUNCTION OFFICER AND
) CHS 48 49. JUNE 5, 6, 1933"
THEIR PRINCIPAL, GOVERNOR OF
) "HJR 192 - HR 1491" "PUBLIC
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
) LAW 1 48 STAT 1" - "PUBLIC
AKA SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
) LAW 10 CHAPT. 48 STAT 112"
DOE RESPONDENTS/LIBELANTS AND
) "PUBLIC LAW 73-10
DOE CLAIMANTS AND ABET'S TO
) 40 STAT 411
SURPLUS FUND DEFALCATIONS AFTER
) TWEA OCT 6, 1017"
TRUSTEE'S SALE BY COURT ORDERS
) ALTERNATIVELY PLED
UNDER COLOR OF LAW IN VESTED
)
INTERESTS W/THE LEAGUE OF CHARTERS ) In re: TRESSPASS UPON
S.E.C.U.R.E SOFTWAY IN TRADEMARK
) Private Business
INFRINGEMENT INCLUDING VESTED
) INFRINGEMENT UPON
OWNERSHIP INTEREST IN REAL ESTATE
) inalienable rights
COMPANIES CONDUCTING BUSINESS IN
) OBSTRUCUTION OF JUSTICE
THE COURTS IN CROSS COMPLAINTS
) VIOLATIONS OF THE 80TH
) ARTICLE OF WAR
RESPONDANTS/ LIABANTS
) Settlement of INDENTURE's
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OBJECTION TO NAME CORRECTION
1

1. Rule17 does not make reference to the use of specific name use in short title,

2

nor is there reference anywhere within the Rules of The United States Court of

3

Federal Claims on how to approach such a First Impression Case in appropriate

4

manner of title of such a case of the American people coming together in unity

5

for the betterment of humanity at large. See United States v. W.R. Grace.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

2. While this completing holds QUI TAM as viable means to proceed, Rule 83.3 is
the closest reference to what this case could be. Studies of law, however, have
been alternatively obtained outside the teachings of the BAR as much of the
material outlined within the complaint is from private law libraries in addition
to PUBLIC LAW libraries. Though this would not be entirely accurate either (as
there are thousands of false claims being run through the Unlawful Detainer
courts where pro-se whistleblowers have been blocked). Note: Doctrine of
Unclean Hands.
3. If we were truly following the Rules of Court, then it would certainly be clear
that the Unlawful Detainer courts have not followed their own Judges Bench
guides to Unlawful detainer. The whistleblowers whom attempted to come

18

forth in the Powers vs. Bank of New York Mellon (whose interested party forms

19

were order by the Judge to be destroyed) were NOT tenants pursuant to the

20

rules under §§ 1161a(b)3, despite the use of a super imposed commercial 12-

21

month reverse purchase and sale lease back used to imply such a thing. And the

22

lead petitioner would not have her discoveries of third party graph bribes buried

23

by a federal judge to an older case in that her property could be brokered

24

through Judge own Real Estate associates in exchange for false testimony.

25

4. PER THE UNLAWFUL DETAINERS COURTS OWN RULES as of 2015,

26

section G. Tenant Defenses (8) When Title is at issue... (Mehr v Superior Court

27

(1983) 139 CA3d 1044, 1049, 189 CR 138). When the litigation is between a

28

plaintiff-lender and a defendant-homeowner, because of summary nature of
unlawful detainer proceedings, it is un-suitable forum to try complicated
ownership issues; Asuncion v Superior Court (1980) 108 CA3d 141, 145–146,
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2

166 CR 306 (eviction of home- owners following foreclosure raises due
1

process issues and must be heard in superior court). Meaning the Unlawful

2

Detainer Courts are in VIOLATION of the 5th and 14th Amendments to the US

3

Constitution and lacked Jurisdiction ab initio. A Writ of Mandamus upon the

4

Unlawful Detainer Courts is proper and long overdue.

5

5. The core whistleblowers whom were brave enough (some from the California

6

18), have uncovered criminal involvement of a multitude of peace keepers,

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

charters, recorder's office, attorneys and Judges whom have convey to the them
"the courts" were under orders from above to deny them due process of law.
This can only be done under extreme conditions; the 1933 National Declared
Bankruptcy cannot supersede Constitutional Supremacy Clauses, meaning in
order to effect such a command, the Nation would have to be kept in a perpetual
state of WAR. See Constitution Article 1, Section 9 and the activation of the
militia in time of rebellion or invasion Article 1, Section 8 Military Law. See
also The Living U.S. Constitution by Saul Padover and Jacob Landynski
(Meridian, 1995); Constitutional Law: Cases and Commentary by Daniel Hall
(Lawyer's Cooperative Publishing, 1997); and ex parte Milligan, 71 US 2.

18

6. Which begs the question why would the current President of the United States

19

of America act contrary to the executive orders he himself has issued when he

20

himself declared September 17, 2017, through September 23, 2017,

21

"Constitution Week" and has been instructing Americans to Unify against

22

blatant Packaged attacks against the American People. If he himself has not

23

issued such orders from above, then whom exactly are these head judges taking

24

their orders from and why are key members of the league being fraudulently

25

reflected in courts as BRASHEAR vs POWERS upon the submission of

26

interested parties under a criminal joinder motion? See: "The National

27

Emergency" See Executive Order 13849 of September 20, 2018 referencing

28

Executive Order 13757 " Section 1. Section 1(a) of Executive Order 13694
amended to read as follows: “Section 1. (a) All property and interests in
property that are in the United States, that hereafter come within the United
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States, or that are or hereafter come within the possession or control of any
1

United States person of the following persons are blocked and may not be

2

transferred, paid, exported, withdrawn, or otherwise dealt in:

3

7. A complaint of such historic implications would more likely fall under

4

APPENDIX H. RCFC 16(f) which has been amended by adding a new

5

paragraph (2) to include as a sanctionable action the disclosure of information

6

produced in connection with an ADR proceeding conducted pursuant to

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Appendix H. This complaint can only be brought forth in Unity through the
good faith of the people to which this nation stands to be as effective as it needs
to be for the safety and well-being of all those involved.
8. As a sign of support based upon the sentiments expressed by the President of
the United States and his beloved first lady of America in response to "Package"
attacks upon fellow Americans, Petitioners hereby ask these courts to take
notice of the CO-QUI TAM WHISTLEBLOWERS willing to step forth in
UNITY under duress of what appears to be a "National Emergency" effected
under Marshall Law. Meaning that all of these illegally foreclosed properties
are legally the property of the United States of America and can be seized by the
Government's PUBLIC announcement of Marshall Law.

19

9. What is being presented to these courts are the men and women of this nation

20

whom are willing to step forward in unity to help fight these financial crimes

21

against humanity for use in False Claims for tax avoidance in order to transpose

22

Debt borrowed by the Federlized Banking Industry at large as MERSCORP

23

members to the people of the Nation utilizing a MER's Symbol as a Lender

24

Nominee appointed by the originating entity on behalf of the Tax Exempt Real

25

Estate Investment Conduit known inside the industry as the.. "T" rademark

26

"u" nderwrtitten

27

"M" ortgage

28

"E" lectronic
"R" egistration
"S" ystem
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10. Therefore, it is befitting that this complaint be an instrument through which
1

good men and women can be brought together to help collectively assist in cross

2

complaints to offset Damages in REMEDY owed to the Victims of these

3

"TUMERS" who wish to REDEEM themSELVES. It is the Leagues intent

4

"For" Closure overdue Subrogated Defalcations to be returned to the victims of

5

this crisis through good Faith.

6

"FAITH", it should not make a difference to whether a first or a last name is

7
8
9

Further lead Petitioner chosen first name -

used for short title. Since there is no reason to object to this as a compromised
title, we come forth to stand united in FAITH as a symbol of the strongest form
of standing known to mankind.

10
11
12
13

Sworn Affidavit of Declaration of Faith Lynn Brashear
See Also: 3 Am Jur 2d Affidavits (Notice Sections 8 & 20)

14
15
16
17

11. For clarity to the courts, i Faith Lynn Brashear, do hereby swear the following.
12. NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL IS NOTICE TO AGENT. NOTICE TO
AGENT IS NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL All Rights or Reserved Rights. ECPA

18

18 USCA 2510.Gramm-Leach Bliley Act, 15 USC Subchapter I, Sec.6801-

19

6809, Title 18 chpt.121 §§ 2701, 2702, 2709(c) (e) Title 18 chpt. §

20

1505/1519/2239/chpt.109 § 2331. NOTE: In light of recent events seemingly

21

following historical patterns, Powers of Attorneys are being circulated between

22

league members across this Nation to ensure that this complaint ensues. None

23

of us wish to fall as collateral victims in whatever political agenda is happening

24

on the borders, in our stock market and in unwarranted bomb threats. We are

25

not in a "Q" movement, we are simply aligned with the betterment of mankind

26

and are a protected group of ADA advocates deserving of humanitarian

27

treatment when Marshall Law is PUBLICLY announced. See The Geneva

28

Conventions of 12 August 1949. Commentary (The Commentaries)
13. Bottom line.. The law requires proof of jurisdiction to appear on the record of
the administrative agency and all administrative proceedings.” Hagans v.
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Lavine, 415 U. S. 533. This complaint was drafted as an aid to allow for the
1

Government recapture of this nations properties, repayment of our Nations

2

Deficit and collective support for the return of our Constitutional rights. In the

3

manner to which it was written it should not affect the positions of the

4

"POWERS that BE", you all need to sort your own bad selves out. Worst case,

5

it should serve to amuse and resolve the lower level idiots whom could not

6

contain their own personal greed or stupidity. The problem will not be how to

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

retrieve these funds against their BONDS, it will be in deciding whose turncoat
has the most Error, Omission, or insurance to cover these 100% IRS penalties.
14. There is no statute of limitation of tax evasion especially when the AMICUS
offers proposal for tax benefits and rewards to restore pensions, maintain
financial stability in the restructure to a safer format, and recovery programs
under one heck of a Humanitarian peace effort designed specifically for use
with DOD and DOJ as a form of protection for the people of this nation.
15. The Leagues primary concern is with the safety and welfare of the General
sleeping public at large. It is our wish to establish a long term beneficial mutual
relationship through a property TRUST company to whom can create

18

government family trusts as a part of private humanitarian team led by a

19

beneficial giving specialist that will coordinate the payout of monies designated

20

for the benefit of mankind including but not limited to victims of foreclosure

21

abuse, legal expenses to assist in identifying and redeeming abusers of the legal

22

system, redeeming those whom are abusing the bank articles of inception and

23

allow for this trust to be set up through a foundation to where the banks can

24

have the benefit of a charitable donations under the IRS codes. statewide

25

recovery programs, affordable eco-green community housing projects, and new

26

technology support beta testing, training programs and philanthropy for at least

27

three to four generations to help heal this Nation.

28

16. Laymen, hold leeway for they are not held to the higher standards to which
BAR attorneys are held to. See RULE 11 and RULE 5-200's.
17. It is not our fault that BAR Attorney's across this Nation have been choosing to
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verify complaints with first-hand knowledge. Every DOJ agent under the sun
1

knows that statements of counsel, in their briefs or their arguments while

2

enlightening to the Court are not sufficient for a motion to dismiss or for

3

summary judgment. “Once jurisdiction is challenged, the court cannot proceed

4

when it clearly appears that the court lacks jurisdiction, the court has no

5

authority to reach merits, but, rather, should dismiss the action.” Melo v. US,

6

505 F2d 1026. The lower level courts failed to do so and have gone to such

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

lengths as to actively participate in blatant obstruction, denial of court calls to
allow defending of such motions to the point where physical harm has been
done to the people to discourage them from coming forth. See Complaint
submission pictures evidencing bruises.
18. In short you cannot even begin to argue the MERITS of a suit without an
injured party as that deprives the courts of subject matter. There are simple
questions that have been repeatedly asked and outright ignored, buried,
obstructed and denied.

16
17

A. Can this court move on facts not in evidence?

18

B. Where is the competent fact witness?

19

C. Where is the damaged party?

20

D. Who brings the claim?

21

E. Who is underwriting this action?

22
23

See " Trinsey v. Pagliaro, D.C. Pa. 1964, 229 F. Supp. 647, "Statements of

24

counsel are not facts before the Court," see FRCPA Rule 52(a) and United

25

States v. Lovasco (06/09/77) 431 U.S. 783, 97 S. Ct. 2044, 52 L. Ed. 2d 752,

26

Holt v. United States (10/31/10) 218 U.S. 245, 54 L. Ed. 1021, 31 S. Ct. 2.

27

19. The declarants against the Victims of the Mortgage Crisis, ultimately fail to aver

28

that they have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in the declaration or that
if called as a witness that he could and would testify competently to the truth of
the factual matters asserted in the declarations. (See Code Civ. Proc., § 437c(d)
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[“Supporting and opposing affidavits or declarations shall be made by a person
1

on personal knowledge, shall set forth admissible evidence, and shall show

2

affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated in the

3

affidavits or declarations”]; Corwin v. Los Angels Newspaper Serv. Bureau, Inc.

4

(1971) 4 Cal.3d 842,851 fn. 6.)

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

20. Opposing Council against the victims of the Mortgage Crisis did not have
personal knowledge of, documents produced in Unlawful Detention litigation.
Thus, their testimony could not have been based on personal knowledge. This
constitutes speculation, argument and improper opinion.
21. By verifying the complaint in such a manner, the majority are attorneys
processing illegal foreclosures are in actuality doing so in many cases by
professing to the knowledge that they are acting on behalf of a tax exempt
Special Purpose Vehicle or Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduit (REMIC)
to which was terminated/ suspended under the Securities and Exchange
Commission typically after one year of seasoning and are subject to 100% IRS
tax penalties equal to the value of the pooled funds within the REMIC itself if
they (as third party incidentals) are acting as a foreclosing party to the

18

transaction. Cal. Evid. Code §§ 702, 800, 803; McAlpin, 53 Cal. 3d at 1308.

19

Not our fault that BAR Attorneys are too stupid to realize the dollar amount of

20

the pooled REMIC values they claimed DOCKET responsibility for IRS

21

auditors. We did not start this war…

22

22. Foreclosing Council do not know for a fact that any of the assumptions

23

presented by declaration or exhibits are true, wholly true, and nothing but true.

24

[Cal. Evid. Code § 225. "Statement" means (a) oral or written verbal expression

25

or (b) nonverbal conduct of a person intended by him as a substitute for oral or

26

written verbal expression.] (see Pen. Code § 125. An unqualified statement of

27

that which one does not know to be true is equivalent to a statement of that

28

which one knows to be false. [Pen. Code § 126. Perjury is punishable by
imprisonment pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 1170 for two, three or four
years.]
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23. The League of Fraudulently Dispossessed Homeowners consists of the private
1

living, breathing, flesh and blood Whistleblower victims of what is forever

2

forged in history as the Great Mortgage Crisis. We will not be separated by the

3

courts, we stand united to assist in rectify misappropriations of JURIS-

4

(accounting software) DICTIONs by Defalcations in Usurpation of what

5

equates to Government vessels under a National State of Emergency.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

24. With that said for the benefit of the records, i Faith Lynn Brashear am fiduciary

authorized agent of FAITH LYNN BRASHEAR's faith minister of the peace
signed under UCC 3-402. As the fiduciary trustee i assume responsibility for the
NAMEsake FAITH LYNN BRASHEAR as its authorized representative. I am
here to audit the books of CORPORATE AMERICA franchised NAMEsakes
for alternate "accountability" to hold the lower level actors involved in these
unqualified IRS transactions liable in E&O offsets owed against the deficit via
the MERS trademark system as the undisclosed BORROWER of Deeds of
TRUST upon Government Election of Action Forms. Lower level complacency
in graft exchange is no excuse to commit such crimes against humanity.

17
18

Signed good as avail October 26th, 2018.

19
20

X _______________________________

21

Faith Lynn Brashear UCC 1-308 special appearance sui juris private Attorney

22

General unchallenged. In capacity involuntary indentured TRUST GUARDIAN

23
24
25
26
27
28
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WITNESS PRESENTMENT
1
2

25. The following are witness to whom are qualified to testify with first-hand

3

knowledge as fiduciaries of:

4

Witness A: Miss Cyntha Brown

5

Proud Member of U.S. Olympic Gold-Medal Team

6

California Equal Access Advocates

7

American Disabilities Act - Amended Act

8

Certified Advocate ID #0172016FDS

9

As an ADA advocate for the people, Mrs. Brown holds jurisdiction over the courts

10

per congressional intent. Her licensing's and certificates make her eligible to make

11

arrests. She holds the ability to exercise disciplined discernment. This also means

12

she is able to present to the DOJ, organized well-documented list of those whom

13

are abusing their power for maximum benefits to society at large.

14

but is not limited to witnessing judges practice from the bench.

15

26.

This includes

Witness B: Mrs. Pam Zander

16

Mrs. Zander is an expert witness whom works with the IRS. She holds

17

Certifiable records of designations as a LDA Legal Document Assistant, ADA

18

certifications, and numerous other title designations. Mrs. Zander can verify that

19

the trustees of these REMICs have to be registered with the IRS EIN Number

20

whom can assist in the subpoena questioning of the REMIC trustee under evidence

21

code 1400 to prove there is no writing of a lien. She is also proficient with SEC

22

research and can request the gold sealed documentation of attestations to verify

23

suspension/ termination of said REMIC's and their use in the manipulation of the

24

LIBOR index in certificate offerings.

25

27.

Witness C: MAHER SOLIMAN

26

Mr. SOLIMAN is an Expert Witness, a former CFO and later Chief

27

Operating Officer for Mortgage Guarantee. Mr. SOLIMAN has held CFL and CA

28

Brokers license, and is a member in good standing with the Association of Certified
Fraud Examiners ACFE. Mr. SOLIMAN personally conducted an audit review
upon Mrs. Brashear's Deed of Trusts, and has also identified them as a 12-month
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commercial reverse mortgage and sale lease back, and not a mortgage. Further he
1

has conveyed his findings of embedded triggering mechanisms and timing devises

2

upon recorded title documents associated with specific SEC market shut downs.

3

Because of the government connections to these specific government elections of

4

actions forms, his information could be enough probable cause to support high

5

level treason and therefore for the safety of our Nation, should be called in by the

6

DOJ for questioning and it with understanding that he is already a known witness.

7
8

28.

Witness D: Robert Jones
Mr. Jones is a past IRS Agent. He holds in his possession a private law

9

library and runs a consumer fraud service and tax defense. Mr Jones has verified

10

the IRS audit upon Mrs Brasher held procedural irregularities and has personally

11

conducted audits upon courts in review of their IRS Payee Data forms. He holds

12

connections to former IRS agents, FBI agents and DOJ agents whom have been

13

victimized by such crimes and holds inside information to the proper proceedings

14

pertaining to both the Internal Revenue Service and the U.S Department of

15

Treasury. Because of the threats against him in the past, he would agree to meet in

16

judge's chambers under guard.

17
18

29. Witness E: Jane Doe
Because of the threats Jane Doe has endured as a higher-level executive of

19

the Federalized Banking Industry she is willing to come forth under guarded

20

protection and in judge's chambers only if called to verify that there was never a

21

mortgage lent to the consumer, only funds borrowed against the consumer's credit.

22

Between Faith Brashear should verify beyond a shadow of a doubt that UCC 3-

23

104(a) & (c) and UCC 105 (a)(c) makes it clear that the people whom had MERS

24

as a nominee (undisclosed borrower exhibited per the Complaint), were the Issuer,

25

Drawer, Maker of the Note that was executed upon a Government election of

26

Action form, giving it value, at the closing, while UCC 8-102(12),(15),(9) and

27

UCC 8-105 leaves no doubt that the people were the holder of the entitlement right

28

to the funds. Further the use of the instrument in the offering of certificates
attached to the manipulated LIBOR index falls under UCC§ 3-305 (iii). Meaning
transfers could not legally be made under UCC § 3-203 (a), making everything that
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ensued forgeries under UCC§ 3-302 (1). Turning every 1099-A filed a willful
1

attempt to evade taxes by use of fraudulent filings, to which there are no statute of

2

limitations against the issuer and no statute of limitations for the corrections of a

3

falsely filed tax return dating back to 1933. The people were the Creditor's and

4

entitlement holders with the authority to issue Entitlement Orders as concerns to

5

these transactions and/or this account. Mrs. Doe and Mrs Zander can further verify

6

petitioners, witness, victims Qui Tams Right of Subrogation to balance the effects

7

of government abrogation of the gold clause, HJR 192 & P.L. 73-10.

8
9

30. Witness F: William Wagener
Mr. Wagener is a white hat investigative journalist whom served this nation. He

10

has been on the site of several ground breaking court cases and has witnessed a

11

multitude of abuses from child abductions to jury plants. He holds direct

12

knowledge of attorneys to which have been de-barred for attempting to assist

13

homeowners behind the scenes itching to assist in a mass clean-up of the BAR. He

14

has also witness Judges whom assert that they do not have to Swear to their Oaths

15

of office. Because of the direct assaults upon his life and the threats to which he

16

has received he would be willing to give testimony under guard in judge's quarters.

17

31. Witness G: Frank Waldo

18

Mr. Waldo is part of a Private Members Association dedicated to helping its

19

members fight mortgage and foreclosure fraud using litigation support products and

20

services. He holds a data base of hundreds of victims of foreclosure abuse.

21

32. Witness H: Bruce Marks

22

Mr. Marks Bruce Marks is the COE of NACA, The Neighborhood Assistance

23

Corporation of America. Mr. Marks has an M.B.A. in finance from New York

24

University and a B.A. in economics from the University of Connecticut. He was an

25

L.B.J Scholar for Congressman Stewart McKinney (R-Ct). He worked as a

26

Congressional Liaison for the Department of Energy in Washington DC. Then he

27

worked as regulator for the Federal Reserve Bank of New York in Domestic

28

Applications. Many of the "denied" modifications of those coming forth as CoQui Tam's were run through NACA including Mrs. Brashear whom is a front line
advocate. NACA holds a national database of thousands of victims of such abuse.
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33. Witness I: Michael Winston
1

Mr. Winston PhD is a Former Countrywide Financial executive, he’d held C-suite

2

positions at Motorola, Lockheed, and Merrill Lynch.

3

34. Witness J. K.C. Tuckness Mercer

4

Mrs. Tuckness was a victim who prevailed in a wrongful foreclosure suit. Her case

5

is held in confidentiality.

6

35. Witness K. Thomas Hargreaves

7

Mr. Hargraves is the CEO at Foreclosure Defense Programs, he holds an expansive

8

data base of cases holding Ultra Vires frauds.

9

36. Witness L. Renee Wyler

10

Mrs. Wyler investigates Wall Street Frauds and catalogs fake mortgage accounts

11

registered in MERS. She has exposed Judges whom hold such mortgages against

12

parcels owned by the US Government whom have been benefiting from such

13

proceeds.

14

37. Witness M. Daryl Nolch

15

Mr. Nolch was the Australian Whistleblowers' claims are already in US Courts and

16

stem from attempts by a Victorian State Government Legal Services Board &

17

Commission (LSBC) trying to find, during US investigations, Americans in

18

Australia in I.T with backgrounds in I.T from Silicon Valley and military

19

intelligence and fraud investigations and who were going on Australian tv, seeing

20

politicians to lobby for a Royal Commission into banking (and pedophile priests)

21

and RICO (which was thought extraditable & applicable to foreign banking cabals).

22

38. Witness N. Jack Suttie

23

Mr. Suttie is a professional expert witness for Government Financial Fraud as well

24

as a Private Investigator. Mr Suttie, Mrs. Augustisus, Mrs Anna Marie Evans and

25

Mrs. Powers were both part of the California 18 before the then Attorney General

26

Kamala Harris to address Recording fraud to which pulled the US Treasury to

27

respond.

28
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PRESENTMENT OF CO QUI TAM PETITIONERS
1

FROM NOTICE OF INTERESTED PARTY CRIMINAL JOINDER

2

Ex 1

Jane Doe declaration People's right to Subrogation.

3

Ex 2

Faith Brashear - League whistleblower website breaking down the POA

4

executed by third party incidentals acting as TRUSTEE's issued after

5

disillusion of lenders to act on behalf of tax exempt SPV REMIC's NOTE:

6

Termination of classification REMIC; Deutsche Alt A OA4 and

7

CWALT 2007 hy-9 POA breakdown on one POA of approx.

8

$150,000,000,000 billion dollar per dollar 115% IRS collectable tax

9

penalty should cross complaint filed. Sec reporting history showing 10k

10

report that suggests they were required to file this report making this a

11

recordation of a Termination of Registration under Section 12(g) of the

12

Securities Exchange Act of 1934, per 17 CFR 240.12g-4 (b). 10B5

13

Witness Mrs. Brown is her ADA advocate. 15-D (suspension/termination)

14

filed January 30, 2008 115% penalty base off $2,124,065,000.

15

Ex 3

Billie Rene' Frances Lillian Powers - League whistleblower NOTICE OF

16

SUBROGATION; PROPOSED ORDER. Powers vs Bank of New York

17

Mellon Case No. 8:17-cv-01386-DOC-KES exposing the S.E.C.U.R.E

18

software owned by the County Charters to where unsecure roaming IP

19

address are being used. Witness Mrs. Brown is her ADA advocate. Witness

20

Mr. Jones can verify the approved trustee list. Witness Mrs. Zander can

21

verify no taxes were paid upon the REMIC that would prove the REMIC

22

purchased the Asset to which the BAR attorneys are holders in due course.

23

15-D (suspension/termination) filed January 23, 2007 115% penalty base

24

off $949,619,100

25

Ex 4

Yori Lee Case 8:17-cv-01386-DOC-KES WAMU Mortgage Pass-through

26

REMIC series 2007-0A6 15-D (suspension/termination) filed January 5,

27

2008. His case documented Treasury Publication 938. Note if you compare

28

the REMIC's listed upon the publication to the foreclosing REMIC's in these
cases, you will not see many filings of 15-D's. Mr Lee's father worked for
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Robert Kennedy in the State Department under the Kennedy Administration
1

as a Japanese-English translator. He holds inside information through his

2

father. 115% penalty base off $1,420,586,100

3

Ex 5

Charlene Ann von Schlesien is a disabled American National protected

4

under 42 U.S. Code § 12202 - State immunity and 42 U.S. Code § 12203

5

Whom is well versed in 18 US Code §2071 and 18 US Code §1512 forced

6

into homelessness. Determination of damage to follow.

7

Ex 6

Anna Marie Evans- HARBORVIEW MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST 2005-9

8

MORTGAGE LOAN PASS-THROUGH CERTIFICATES, SERIES

9

15-D (suspension/termination) filed January 4, 2006

10
11

115% penalty base off $2,487,013,100
Ex 7

Ronald T. Poulson- Head justice was Daniel Otellio (missing oath of office)

12

whom had him placed in jail. Note this is the same justice of Faith Brashear

13

whom was reported showing documentation CA700 form vested interested

14

in the Real Estate Company FIRST TEAM REAL ESTATE whom filtered

15

over 3000 REO properties through it where his wife hangs her Real Estate

16

License. Bear Stearns Asset Backed Securities I Trust 2007-HE3 Asset-

17

Backed Certificates.

18

115% penalty base off $916,696,000.

19
20

Ex 8

23
24

Judges Oaths signed by registry of voters blocking recall petition.
Ex 9

David McCrae Interested Party witness to foreclosure abuse.

Ex 10

Alicia Kesler Class plantiff 2:18-cv-00469 National City / Wells Fargo Loan
Trust Mortgage Pass-Through Certificates, Series 2005-1

25

15-D (suspension/termination) filed 01/19/2006

26
27
28

Valerie Lopez - Head justice prior on Riverside Country Property Daniel
Otellio Currently being evicted by wrongful foreclosure by Judge Carter.

21
22

15-D (suspension/termination) filed January 29, 2008

115% penalty base off $501,658,677
Ex 11

Lori Cole NEW CENTURY HOME EQUITY LOAN TRUST 2005-2
15-D (suspension/termination) filed January 4, 2006
115% penalty base off $2,888,210,000
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Ex 12

Sherry Malinda Vincent BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON FKA BANK

1

OF NEW YORK, AS TRUSTEE FOR THE CERTIFICATE HOLDERS OF

2

THE CWAL, INC., ALTERNATIVE LOAN TRUST 2006-OA16,

3

MORTGAGE PASSTHROUGH CERTIFICATE, SERIES 2006-OA16.

4

15-D (suspension/termination) filed January 23, 2007

5

115% penalty base off $1,336,380,100

6

Ex 13

7
8

Lourdes C. Fontz Election of Action reflects MERS (BORROWER) and
COUNTRYWIDE BANK, as a Division of the Treasury Bank NA.

Ex 14

9

Tom Kibbler LONG BEACH MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST 2005-WL2
ASSET-BACKED CERTIFICATES

10

15-D (suspension/termination) filed January 6, 2006

11

115% penalty base off $2,650,999,000

12

Ex 15

13

Funding LLC Mortgage Back Certificates potential of 115% penalty base

14
15

Leena Hannonen U.S. Bank N.A, as Trustee relating to Chevy Chase
off $138,816,617.52

Ex 16

Gregory Collins Case 06C 0545 whistleblower Illinois RICO.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Additional Witness/Petitioners willing to step forth in Unity through Faith; Mr. Mohan
Harihar Mr. Gene Warner, Mr. Keith Pillich, Jean Michel Letennier, Mr. Charles
Koppa, Mr. Charles Cox, Mr. David Fee, Mr. Dan Mahnke,

Mr. Daryl Payan,

Dayse Taruselli, Mr. Daniel Borsotti, Mrs. Susan Augustisus, Mr. John Langdon, Mr.
Bruce Soloway, Mrs. Penny Lee Wagner, Ronald F. J. Evers, Latosha Richardson,
Mrs. Nancy Gaznon, Mr. John Bloom and those whose notice of interested party
forms as evidence of crimes in support of this case were lost, misplaced or destroyed
per the order of Judge David Carters in Powers vs. Bank of New York Mellon
Signed good as avail 10/26/18 26.

26
27
28

X _______________________________
Faith Lynn Brashear UCC 1-308 by special appearance sui juris
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